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A Shifter's Curse: A Gritty Urban Fantasy Novel (Free) 2020-11-20 karma takes too long i d rather beat the shit out of you right now with a
dagger in her boot and blades in her bra briar a powerful shifter arrives in rouen with one goal find and kill dominic the man responsible
for the destruction of her entire family and wolf pack when she discovers he is an alpha surrounded by muscle ripped shifters and equally
as strong witches she knows the only way she will get close enough to kill him is if she joins his dangerous and shady pack but
infiltrating them proves more challenging than she expects especially when her new roommates turn out to be supernaturals with their own
powers and secrets she can t tell if the centuries old nosey vampire and fashion sensitive witch are working with her or against her
whether they are friends or enemies doesn t change things briar has a job to do and she is willing to do whatever it takes to quench her
thirst for revenge even if it means destroying her own soul in this full length urban fantasy series steele and mason introduce readers to
a dark and exciting world full of shifters vampires and witches if you like charlaine harris patricia briggs shayne silvers or k f breene
you will love this new series grab this free gritty urban fantasy today intended for adult readers due to violence and language but it is
funny as hell this is the beginning of a nine book series start it now a shifter s curse a shifter s rage a shifter s revenge a vampire s
bane a vampire s fury a vampire s battle a shifter s heart a witch s storm a witch s requital scroll up and grab your copy i would
recommend this book to readers who love a strong sassy and hilarious heroine amazon customer did someone say gritty game on these are the
type of characters that make you wince at their raw pain at the same time you want to cheer them on in their search for justice amazon
customer this book was absolutely fantastic it is funny with an extremely snarky mc but also dark and gritty in nature this book is a must
read amazon customer keywords shifter novel shifter series free shifter novel free shifter series free enemies to lovers shifter romance
free shifter romance free paranormal romance free urban fantasy free vampire novel vampire novel vampire series witch novel witch series
magic paranormal romance true love friends to lovers novels fated mates free fated mates hea
Keys of Time 2021-02-08 no one can escape the call of time erica shylocke is your average university student in debt and chasing deadlines
she also has a secret a curse one she s kept hidden her entire life she was doing a damn good job too until she was attacked by a lost soul
a creature hell bent on consuming her most valuable commodity her soul saved by michael nicholas a time traveller who s as sexy as he is
mysterious her whole life is about to unravel and it s only a matter of time before her secret unravels too no longer content to lurk in
the shadows the lost souls are readying themselves to battle for dominion over the souls of earth when they do their vengeance will be
swift and brutal chosen by time itself erica works with michael to uncover the truth behind their rise and it quickly becomes apparent that
her secret might give them the edge they desperately need as a band of unlikely heroes comes together to face off the army of lost souls
the fate of the world rests in erica s hands can she make the necessary sacrifices and will they be in time to save the souls of billions
soul dominion is an epic urban fantasy with time travel mystery found family and love perfect for fans of cassandra clare s shadowhunters
books and annette marie s the guild codex this series is for you if you love mysteries galore with twists and turns a wide array of
supernaturals from vampires to kitsune chinese painted skin demons to angels shifters and more time travel shenanigans snarky faeries sassy
best friends and found family fun british humour and sarcasm love triangles with slow burn romantic tension global destinations with east
asian influences diverse characters with lgbtq representation nb this is the first part of a trilogy one story over three books and not a
standalone book
Echo of Bone 2020-05-09 will a deal with the devil set tara free tara knightley has made a deal with isaac o malley the only one who might
help her break free of her blood oath to the fae mafia if it backfires her family will be in grave danger they re on board with the risk
willing to let her try for her freedom the problem is there s a much larger battle brewing when tara finally sees the full picture it may
be too late tara knightley series book 0 oath of blood prequel book 1 edge of magic book 2 echo of bone book 3 trace of fate more to come
Outcast 2021-06-15 war has broken out among the immortals it s time to choose a side kat dubois never asked to be the emissary for the good
guys diplomacy isn t her strong suit and patience isn t one of her personal virtues but when a millennia old god asks you to do a job to
further the war cause you do that job especially when you re the opposition s most wanted kat s mission is complicated when a mysterious
disease crops up among seattle s homeless population it s up to her to find a cure while the infection is contained and to do that she must
go straight to the source ouroboros it s been a week since kat promised to come after the twisted corporation the time has come for her to
fulfill that promise outcast is the second book in the kat dubois chronicles a tough girl urban fantasy series set in seattle wa if you
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like intense action gritty characters unconventional magic and egyptian mythology then you ll love this unique fast paced adventure more
books in the echo world kat dubois chronicles ink witch outcast underground soul eater judgement afterlife echo trilogy echo in time
resonance time anomaly dissonance ricochet through time keywords urban fantasy gods and goddesses tough girl urban fantasy series tough
girl urban fantasy gods and goddesses egyptian gods and goddesses egyptian urban fantasy tarot urban fantasy mystical urban fantasy seattle
urban fantasy smart urban fantasy series urban fantasy series in seattle urban fantasy tattoos tarot cards urban fantasy series urban
fantasy series based on mythology egyptian mythology
Underground 2021-06-22 when immortals clash mortals will pay the ultimate price kat dubois has been sidelined with a single word from heru
no her plans to save humanity from the cascade virus one mortal at a time are put on hold indefinitely but kat isn t willing to sit by
watching the world as she knows it crumble around her while heru awaits a miracle discovery that may never come kat shuns his orders and
takes rogue action thanks to her trusty deck of tarot cards she knows that at least the universe is on her side probably alongside nik kat
throws herself into her work intending to transform humans into immortal nejerets as quickly as possible she refuses to give up even as her
partner in humanitarian crime seems to be losing his grip on reality even as she herself senses that she s fighting a losing battle even as
the universe reveals its truly duplicitous nature and the way onward seems impossible kat is nothing if not stubborn she won t give up not
without a fight underground is the third book in the kat dubois chronicles a tough girl urban fantasy series set in seattle wa if you like
intense action gritty characters unconventional magic and egyptian mythology then you ll love this unique fast paced adventure more books
in the echo world kat dubois chronicles ink witch outcast underground soul eater judgement afterlife echo trilogy echo in time resonance
time anomaly dissonance ricochet through time keywords urban fantasy gods and goddesses tough girl urban fantasy series tough girl urban
fantasy gods and goddesses egyptian gods and goddesses egyptian urban fantasy tarot urban fantasy mystical urban fantasy seattle urban
fantasy smart urban fantasy series urban fantasy series in seattle urban fantasy tattoos tarot cards urban fantasy series urban fantasy
series based on mythology egyptian mythology
A Witch's Storm 2021-01-26 it s time i show them the real me i don t think they re going to like it a witch blessed by the sun and the moon
lynx lives a double life she loves her roommates and gladly fights by their side but behind their backs her loyalty remains with her mother
who has asked her to do the unthinkable when lynx finally confesses her betrayal samira and briar turn away from her which pushes lynx
further into the dark world of rouen s powerful witch families where anything goes only aris who understands and can relate to making tough
decisions remains by her side desperate to make things right by getting the abydos back lynx decides to face ivona the great fae witch all
on her own but ivona isn t who she thinks she is and lynx s worst nightmare comes true lives will be lost and hearts will be broken if lynx
and her roommates can t come together as true friends all will be lost not just for them but for the entire world once again this series
has pulled off another home run i truly love this series the characters are so well thought out and believable amazon customer keywords
shifter novel shifter series shifter novel shifter series enemies to lovers shifter romance shifter romance paranormal romance urban
fantasy vampire novel vampire novel vampire series witch novel witch series magic paranormal romance true love friends to lovers novels
fated mates fated mates hea
Tomb Raider Emeritus: An Urban Fantasy Action Adventure 2019-07-22 shay carson has a secret not all aliens are oricerans turns out there s
been more than one kind of portal to earth but having just enough information to know you re in trouble is the best way to get yourself
killed that s alright shay can take care of business order pizza and keep her head on a swivel looking for trouble she s a tomb raider and
a professor with a dark past and a new family to protect james brownstone wanted to keep it simple he never saw shay carson coming she
brings her own brand of trouble to the table scroll back to the top and click the buy button or download for free on kindle unlimited today
note this book contains cursing perhaps humorous cursing but cursing nevertheless if this offends you i don t suggest reading this book
Lonesome Paladin 2018-04-16 god is dead lincoln marshall knows who killed him it s been a month since apocalypse destroyed the world as
lincoln marshall once knew it the new world is populated by deadly faeries wild shapeshifters and humans without a god lincoln s sins can
never be absolved now that god is dead there s nothing left for him but the bottom of a whiskey bottle until cesar hawke comes seeking help
the undersecretary of the new office of preternatural affairs has manifested uncontrollable magical powers the only cure lies beyond the
frontier of the untamed faerie worlds a land that no mortal man can survive he needs lincoln to escort him to the winter queen through
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hostile territory riddled by killer unicorns doppelgangers and false prophets no big deal lincoln marshall once conquered hell he s certain
he can conquer the middle worlds too and if he can t he s happy to die trying
Kill The Willing: An Urban Fantasy Action Adventure 2019-07-22 wanted tomb raider no experience necessary requires life insurance will be
working with deadly magical artifacts and killers shay carson had a wake up call when a hitman was sent after her her previous profession
was getting a bit personal then life offered her a chance to disappear and she did what s a girl to do with a very specific set of skills
take up tomb raiding behind every complicated woman is a story for shay it happens to be a little complicated and she can t share with her
new friends better to lie to her friends than have to kill more for knowing too much scroll back to the top and click the buy button or
download for free on kindle unlimited today note this book contains cursing perhaps humorous cursing but cursing nevertheless if this
offends you i don t suggest reading this book
Blood Magic 2018-01-26 i m stuck with reilly and figuring out how to control my power which is starting to feel more like a curse i never
expected to be working with jhapi i m still not sure i can trust them particularly zachary s longtime co worker who won t stop glaring at
me and i m not sure zachary has forgiven me at all to make matters worse i can t get rid of the welts on my arms and i m starting to see
things i shouldn t despite my reservations about jhapi they seem to have a solid plan to hit the nwr in a way could shut them down for good
best laid plans still fail however and the nwr has become trickier than ever blood magic is the third book in the witch s bite urban
fantasy series it features an ass kicking potion slinging heroine in a fast paced dangerous tale full of magic and murder witch s bite a
complete series borrowed magic price of magic blood magic forbidden magic
Ink Witch 2021-06-02 the gods are gone her brother is missing one retired assassin must confront her past to save his future immortal kat
dubois has traded in her sword for a flask hard drinking helps ease the grisly memories of her former trade an assassin of immortals she s
perfectly content to spend eternity in her seattle tattoo parlor until the mysterious disappearance of her brother finally brings her out
of retirement with a charmed deck of tarot cards and her trusty sword kat sets off to track down her brother and save his soul a wicked
corporation and a laundry list of old rivals stand in the way of her quest for someone with an eternity to live kat s chances of unraveling
the mystery become less likely with each passing second ink witch is the first book in the kat dubois chronicles a tough girl urban fantasy
series set in seattle wa if you like intense action gritty characters unconventional magic and egyptian mythology then you ll love this
unique fast paced adventure more books in the echo world kat dubois chronicles ink witch outcast underground soul eater judgement afterlife
echo trilogy echo in time resonance time anomaly dissonance ricochet through time keywords urban fantasy gods and goddesses tough girl
urban fantasy series tough girl urban fantasy gods and goddesses egyptian gods and goddesses egyptian urban fantasy tarot urban fantasy
mystical urban fantasy seattle urban fantasy smart urban fantasy series urban fantasy series in seattle urban fantasy tattoos tarot cards
urban fantasy series urban fantasy series based on mythology egyptian mythology first in series series starter
Between Walls 2020-05-31 don t get too close to humans that s rule number one well it is if you re an emotionally constipated fae lord as
far as i m concerned the vampire could do a better job of keeping his distance but he s never been that good at following the rules g day i
m pet schrödinger s pet these days depends who s asking i m human but when you hang around with enough behindkind it starts getting
dangerous for the other humans around you humans like my friend morgana i tried to stay away but now she needs my help and don t get too
close to humans isn t exactly gunna cut it anymore i ve got the feeling i m about to find out why it s such a bad idea
Glimmer of Deception 2022-06-12 some rude sob keeps trying to kill me i need to find my would be assassin and stop him before he puts the
nails in my coffin oh and i probably need to stop the rampaging ouroboros who is destroying parts of the city
Afterlife 2021-08-16 for kat dubois death is only the beginning kat is on a mission and the fate of the universe depends on whether or not
she succeeds she must journey into the heart of the underworld and track down isfet before time runs out before the bonding withdrawals
claim her bond mate s life and her ticket out of the afterlife vanishes before the mother of all attacks for once luck is on kat s side
some of her closest friends and most trusted allies have her back even in the hereafter the mission should be breeze but it doesn t take
kat long to realize that the underworld is far more dangerous than she ever could have imagined afterlife is the final book in the kat
dubois chronicles a tough girl urban fantasy series set in seattle wa if you like intense action gritty characters unconventional magic and
egyptian mythology then you ll love this unique fast paced adventure more books in the echo world kat dubois chronicles ink witch outcast
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underground soul eater judgement afterlife echo trilogy echo in time resonance time anomaly dissonance ricochet through time keywords urban
fantasy gods and goddesses tough girl urban fantasy series tough girl urban fantasy gods and goddesses egyptian gods and goddesses egyptian
urban fantasy tarot urban fantasy mystical urban fantasy seattle urban fantasy smart urban fantasy series urban fantasy series in seattle
urban fantasy tattoos tarot cards urban fantasy series urban fantasy series based on mythology egyptian mythology
Torrent 2013-06-28 when delia chose to major in archaeology she imagined herself as the female indiana jones of the southwest she didn t
imagine herself crawling through abandoned mine shafts scrounging for rusty pickaxes and gold pans to sell on auction sites but indiana
jones didn t have to make student loan payments scouring the mountains of arizona with simon her best friend and computer geek
extraordinaire delia dreams of turning their scavenging enterprise into a legitimate business more she longs to earn the respect of peers
who shun her for turning into a treasure hunter what she doesn t dream of is stumbling across a decapitated body in an old mine near
prescott something dangerous has come to the mountains and a pair of harley riding strangers are the only ones who seem to have a clue they
speak a language delia has never heard and carry mysterious artifacts she s never seen investigating these strangers might lead her to
discoveries that change the face of archaeology forever or it might lead her and her best friend into a deadly monster s lair
Wings of Magic: An Urban Fantasy Romance 2020-12-02 following a maniacal fae mage through a portal to who the hell knows where may not have
been the smartest idea i m a go with the flow kind of gal so i make the most of it until that werewolf bite on my leg has other ideas when
i finally wake from my fever dreams i find out i m not in miami anymore in fact i m not in the human world at all holy shit the people who
ve taken me underwing are part of a rebellion against the realm s false queen a woman who drove out and most likely murdered the entire
royal family i m pretty impartial to all the politics but the leader of the rebellion is giving thane a run for his money on the hotness
scale and unlike the grim reaper who i m so unfortunately attracted to on a cosmic level this new guy is very much alive none of that will
matter if i don t help rescue my new friend ivan from the mages clutches failing to do so means i may be stuck here forever if you loved
nalini singh s guild hunters ilona andrews s hidden legacy or seanan mcguire s incryptid series then you will devour the last phoenix
series wings of magic is the 4th book of 7 in the last phoenix series a kickass urban fantasy containing fast paced action snarky humor
portal travel a variety of shifters a hearty dose of swearing and a healthy splash of romance
Modern Necromancy 2012-02-05 how far would you go to save the one you love when presented with a chance to connect with deceased fiance
rohan opens a portal to the afterlife betrayed and left for dead he finds he now has mysterious powers good thing too since his betrayer
seeks to destroy the world by melding it with the afterlife rohan won t give up on his love but in the process must use his new powers to
fight evil and save us all one thing s for sure not even death can stop true love
War of the Fae: Book 1 (The Changelings) 2018-12-12 new york times and usa today bestselling author elle casey brings readers book 1 in the
ya urban fantasy war of the fae series with over 1 700 5 star ratings on goodreads for book 1 readers love the war of the fae series jayne
sparks a potty mouthed rebellious seventeen year old and her best friend shy and bookish tony green have a pretty typical high school
existence until several seemingly unrelated incidents converge causing a cascade of events that change their lives forever jayne and tony
together with a group of runaway teens are hijacked and sent into a forest where nothing and no one are as they seem who will emerge
triumphant and what will they be when they do content warning mild violence and significant foul language within meant for older young
adult readers age 15 war of the fae series reading order war of the fae book 1 the changelings free at most retailers war of the fae book 2
call to arms war of the fae book 3 darkness and light war of the fae book 4 new world order war of the fae book 5 after the fall formerly
titled clash of the otherworlds book 1 war of the fae book 6 between the realms formerly titled clash of the otherworlds book 2 war of the
fae book 7 portal guardians formerly titled clash of the otherworlds book 3 war of the fae book 8 time slipping war of the fae book 9
dragon riders coming soon war of the fae book 10 winged warriors coming soon here s what readers are saying about war of the fae book 1 how
come i am just finding out about this book never did i imagine that it would be so hard to put down elle casey s ability to tell a highly
entertaining story with a combination of supernatural fantasy and contemporary elements took me for a ride i saw this story as a
combination of karen marie moning s fever series fae lore and the hunger games big time action all the while keeping it unique and
remarkable jjireads book blog this book blew my freaking mind i absolutely and totally completely loved it elle casey had me up late hours
of the night laughing out loud haley ya aholic book blogger and goodreads reviewer a brilliantly original ya fantasy this was an extremely
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fun exciting and original book i couldn t put it down the pacing and suspense in this book are perfect ally arendt word vagabond book blog
every once in a while a book just comes out of the blue and blindsides you with its awesomeness and this was one of them i simply cannot
recommend these books enough if you enjoy fantasy lots of colorful language and just enjoy life in general then you should enjoy these
books amazon reviewer this book deserves to be on the shelf at every single bookstore walmart target anywhere books are sold it s simply
that good amazon reviewer about this series a reader fan recently set up a blog dedicated to casting the actors for the war of the fae
movie no it is not in production to be made into a movie nor have i sold the rights to anyone for the movie but just in case i ever do my
fans will be sure the casting director has a complete line up ready check it out ellecasey com wotf movie
Darkly Ever After 2020-08-13 a strong heart grown faint a warm soul grown cold a world in need of balance tess has never wanted to be a
part of something as asinine as destiny but the gods don t much care what she wants driven by instinct blinded by a growing blackness
inside her and the walking death she has become tess is lost it s up to one broken wendigo girl and an army of misfit magic users to
destroy the damage done by greedy humans and restore balance to life and death but what happens if they succeed and what will be the cost
of battle the losses might be more than tess can bear
Storm Forged 2022-06-12 moving into a rundown victorian house with a vampire living in the basement isn t as bad as i thought but things go
from weird to weirder when a badly injured gnome collapses in my back yard the surprising part it s my friend nin s long lost grandfather
since he s unconscious we can t figure out who s chasing him or where he s been all these years but if we can t help him he ll die to make
matters worse there s a new dragon in town a female dragon everyone knows females are more dangerous than the males and this one takes an
instant dislike to me it seems that she wants to date my mate zav and has his mother s approval if i can t avoid her wrath and find a way
to cure the gnome nin s going to lose her grandfather and i m going to end up deader than the vampire in the basement
Glimmer of The Other 2020-12-29 i m a pi hunting a missing girl instead i find a magical realm where vampires and werewolves prowl i need
to find her before the creatures do
Gilded Fae 2022-01-14 they were supposed to care but then they turned on her why should she save the ones who betrayed her cy was a lot of
things bounty hunter bad ass private eye and a faerie princess the last fact though she hated it s why she left for the human world five
years in new york city was enough to build a life or more accurately leave the fae behind then sully her boss gave her a new case nobody
realized why the murder was different except cy she knew the victim was fae it was her job cy had to start digging but she didn t want to
get pulled back into her old world she could sense her life was about to head in a new direction her gut said something was horribly wrong
when she met sven things changed he wasn t just a vampire he could help was this murder the tip of the iceberg you ll love this first
installment in this urban fantasy series the twists keep you guessing and the characters grow in ways you can t imagine get it now
Graves Danger 2019-05-25 los angeles tattoo artist luna graves spends her days slinging ink but at night she s a doctor to monsters tending
to creatures that live in the shadows luna s tattoo business is taking off but after a series of mysterious deaths she realizes something
is afoot in l a s monster community a group of big game hunters is in town can she stop them before more of her patients die
Scratch 2020-12-30 dive into this action packed shifter urban fantasy with a slow burn reverse harem romance men are just like cats they
don t do what they re told and constantly want cuddles kat misses her solitary assassin life instead of doing one cold hearted kill after
another she has to deal with two and a half men all vying for her attention but with a new crisis emerging she needs to keep her cool and
focus on what really counts kittens are being taken including ryker s son is there a killer on the loose or is someone trying to get kat s
attention an urban fantasy full of cats secrets and murders this is a slow burn reverse harem where kat will find her love interests over
time book two in the catnip assassins series search terms urban fantasy investigation assassin paranormal romance reverse harem menage cat
shifter werewolf crime cozy mystery suspense detective women sleuths contemporary fantasy humor crime organisation shifter romance funny
second chance friends to lovers kidnapping black humor cats female investigator shapeshifter succubus siren paranormal alternate reality
Sands of Time: A Paranormal Urban Fantasy Series 2022-06-12 time the one thing that everyone tells me i m running out of but if i can get
this spell to work it s the one thing i won t have to worry about ever again an ancient betrayal set in motion a thousand year feud between
vampires and witches and only the chosen one can set it right the only problem i m definitely not the chosen one and this is the literal
worst idea that anyone s ever had in the history of ever lacey s bleeding out on my kitchen floor and maia is a hysterical mess it shouldn
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t be this hard to go back and fix something so small when one danger seems to have been pushed aside another looms and ophelia turner will
need all her courage to face not only the future but the past as well a forbidden spell passed down through generations of witches has
finally been deciphered but the portal that has been opened will lead ophelia and her friends down a very different path than the one they
expect from the streets of brooklyn to the foot of hecate s throne sands of time is the conclusion of the daughters of hecate series to
read in order prologue witchmark prologue vampire punk book 1 sticks stones book 2 moonlight burns book 3 power of three book 4 haven book
5 sands of time
Glimmer of Hope 2021-05-18 i m trying to crack a murder case but i soon become embroiled in an investigation about a nefarious drugs cartel
who will stop at nothing to stay hidden i need to expose them and shut them down before it s too late
Indie Saint 2017-03-31 jane s young she s broke oh and she just discovered she has supernatural powers so bizarre they may end up killing
her since she read a biography of catholic saints and began spontaneously healing the sick and calling down lightning jane s day to day has
become a trippy journey of self discovery lucky thing a pair of magical special agents appear and offer to train her because it turns out
that not only has jane s life taken a hard turn for the weird but the fabric of reality is beginning to unravel urban legends like mothman
the jersey devil and bunnyman are manifesting in a sleepy pennsylvania town and they are haaangry the good news jane s new boyfriend is
part of an ancient corporation of literary superheroes ready to save the world the bad news life expectancy for people with powers kind of
sucks if jane wants to live long enough to see the year 2000 she ll have to work with her new mentor a teenaged angsty king arthur her
current crush cuddly god man enkidu and a gun nun from a neighboring comba convent to seize her role as a try hard hero and stop a middle
aged madwoman from ripping a hole in the multiverse indie saint is an urban fantasy adventure with a dose of sumerian arthurian and modern
mythologies and a dash of romance fans of quentin tarantino tamsyn muir and buffy the vampire slayer will enjoy the cheeky writing toasty
romance and technicolor brawls
The Broken Shield 2021-03-30 the broken shield an urban fantasy thriller liam hasn t seen his widow becca in nearly four hundred years and
suddenly there she is riding past the commuter train he s stuck on with a pixie princess in the battle between light and dark liam is a
shield a protector of the balance and he s been running from dark hunters for over two thousand years he s not immortal in the usual sense
of the word but he s been reincarnated so many times that his body and mind are slowly breaking down which is the perfect time for becca
dark forces and an elven bounty hunter to arrive in town liam s not the only one in trouble though because all over the world shields are
dying the balance is shifting in lucifer s favour and it s all because of the smartphone app from hell liam is the broken shield
Shira 2020-06-23 if they had one of those anonymous rehabilitation programs for folks like me my introduction would be hi i m shira and i
kill people except rehab suggests killing people bothers me it doesn t neither am i particularly committed to anything other than not being
caught that sounded a shred on the hard hearted side i m not i m a lot like you i get up every morning clean myself up and check my phone
to see what i have cooking everyone has a job mine happens to be ridding the world of people who shouldn t be here not that i m making
those decisions people hire me and i trust they ve done their homework i ve always been different never had a close circle of friends or
even associates once i discovered i could do unusual things i kept to myself those rare skills make me a perfect choice because i kill from
a distance and leave no evidence what i do is lucrative i m pretty much set even for my rather long lifetime in theory i could quit anytime
i say that after every job that i should walk away except i don t tell you what don t judge me and i might spare you if your number comes
up on my dance card deal
Elemental 2021-04-25 enter an urban fantasy world where elves vampires weres djinn and others maintain a precarious balance of power in
north carolina welcome to otherside private investigator and sylph arden finch is determined to come out of the shadows and practice her
forbidden magic there s just one problem the elves have a bounty on elementals like her when an elf hires arden without realizing what she
is she seizes the chance to gain leverage in the dangerous world of otherside even if it means risking exposure but as the case grows more
perilous arden draws the attention of the region s deadliest power players fans of kim harrison faith hunter and the early anita blake
series will find a kick ass heroine to love in arden content warnings swearing light consensual sex physical violence death slurs not
toward any real racial or ethnic group identity threat of sexual violence
Blood and Stone 2021-10-17 meet zack mason gargoyle and protector having left his small hometown in arkansas zack roamed from town to town
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and city to city looking for purpose and a place to put his abilities to good use while taking a job in d c he gets the letter a literal
embossed invitation to take one of the most coveted seats with the keepers of knowledge a faction in the small town of pyreshore new
hampshire keepers by their very name research and defend the artifacts of the supernatural world s histories what he finds there is a bit
more than just a job when the town is threatened zack finds out how much the strength of his bloodline that flows within him will drive him
to not only protect the town but also the friends he makes and the love he finds when the blood rises only stone can hold back the tide
after all every secret needs a keeper 10 books 10 authors 10 keepers 1 shared world
Wild Knight 2018-12-10 in a world of darkness where royal vampires are in charge i spend my days working as a knight in the city formerly
known as london instead of a lance and a horse i rely on my trusty axe babe and ride the occasional dragon every day new threats emerge
that require a dash of magic and a dollop of attitude good thing i have both naturally danger comes with the territory what no one knows is
just how dangerous it is for me if our vampire overlords discover what i am they ll execute me on the spot no questions asked which is why
i avoid them at all costs until now if only this one didn t have a lethal reputation a princely pedigree and a quest that leads to more
questions than answers the heat between us doesn t help matters unfortunately i can t refuse a royal command so i m stuck until the job is
complete and even if the job doesn t kill me the truth just might wild knight midnight empire the tower is the first book in a 4 book urban
fantasy series
GoneGod World 2018 first the gods left then the others came when the gods ditched earth the displaced mythical creatures from heaven and
hell ended up at my doorstep to keep my business afloat i ve been forced to handle the dramas of folklore and fairytale creatures who are
way out of their element to say these succubi poltergeists and angels are out of touch with the mortal way of life would be an
understatement but preparing my new tenants for the real world is just the start of my problems an ominous monster has been terrorizing the
night and the creature s bloody deeds are exhuming a past best left dead and buried i guess sometimes the dead don t want to stay buried
and the past will dig itself out of a cold grave just to kick you in the nuts my name is jean luc matthias and if i want to save my
business protect my legendary tenants stop the monster and oh yeah stop the apocalypse from happening again then i guess i d better pull up
my big boy pants and get to work gonegod world is a hilariously dark urban fantasy novel with an imaginative twist if you like gritty
worlds reimagined mythology and shadowy mysteries then you ll love ramy vance s divinely comedic adventure buy gonegod world today for an
insane fantasy of mythic proportions books in the keep evolving series gonegod world book 1 keep evolving book 2 crystaldreams book 3
penemue s inferno book 4 out soon other books set in the gonegod universe mortality bites book 1 family matters book 2 superhero me book 3
orphaned follies book 4
Once in a Blue Rune 2020-04-15 it was just a little favor she said just one missing person she said that s how the evening started for mary
stone dwarf for hire when bunny the local wererabbit huntress strolled into the easy e mart all she wanted was a super green smoothie and
mary s help to find a fellow missing were no big deal right of course bunny didn t bother to mention that the lost person was a romantic
rival or that the local wererat gangsters might also be hunting for their target nor did she bring up the possibility that a massively
powerful magical artifact might be mixed up in the whole case it didn t help matters that mary left an untested goblin and her
irresponsible lover in charge of the store while she was gone even with all the runes at her command mary might not make it through this
one little favor intact
Witch's Jewel 2022-10-27 a sorcerous jewel a mysterious uncle can a barista keep her magical heirloom safe from murderous crooks kit
melbourne longs to quit her brother s coffee shop to pursue her artistic dreams and despite the temptation to sell the sought after
enchanted bindi she inherited from her uncle she promises her family to protect it at all costs but when her brother s tea leaf reading
predicts her imminent death she s terrified to discover those who want it will kill to make it theirs forced to dig into her late relative
s murky past kit is doubly shocked when she learns the artifact s mighty power cannot be transferred unless its caretaker is dead but
despite her command of karate and fierce vampiric allies her attackers show no sign of giving up their relentless lethal pursuit has kit s
vow not to sell sealed her doom witch s jewel is the first book in the engrossing kit melbourne urban fantasy series if you like strong
female leads high stakes action and nail biting plots you ll love kater cheek s enthralling tale buy witch s jewel to dive into an epic
world of pagan magic today
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The Darkest Witch 2021-05-01 the only thing more dangerous than a deadly vampire is an angry witch killian and i are connected but the
cursed magical box he came from is getting in the way of us being together a cross country trip around the united states is the only way to
locate the people who might have an idea on how to help us but we re being followed warlocks and demons are after us particularly me and
each day that passes is another night we might not survive with nowhere left to turn we end up stumbling into the one group killian wants
nothing to do with my mother s coven killian insists these witches can t be trusted but at this point they re our only chance the coven is
welcoming me with open arms for the first time i feel like i m home but the closer i get to the coven the farther it pushes killian away
someone is lying to me there s deception within the coven that longs to be brought to light i only hope i discover the truth before i lose
killian forever the darkest witch is a sensual enemies to lovers paranormal romance and the second book in juliana haygert s rite world
vampire wars series this stunning addition to the rite world universe will entice and intoxicate readers in a dark love story of vampires
and magic rite world vampire wars the darkest vampire book 1 the darkest witch book 2 the darkest magic book 3 keywords enemies to lovers
forced proximity fated mates vampire romance witches witch books prophecies curses ghosts vampire romance witch romance paranormal romance
urban fantasy urban fantasy romance steamy paranormal romance new adult fantasy fantasy romance romantic fantasy
Daughters of Hecate: The Complete Urban Fantasy Series 2022-10-26 an ancient betrayal set in motion a thousand year feud between vampires
and witches and only the chosen one can set it right the only problem i m definitely not the chosen one and this is the literal worst idea
that anyone s ever had in the history of ever when one danger seems to have been pushed aside another looms and ophelia turner will need
all her courage to face not only the future but the past as well a dark path winds through the desert and enemies lurk in the shadows on
the streets if they can t find strength in themselves they can find it in a sisterhood of magic that binds them together from the streets
of brooklyn to the foot of hecate s throne experience the heart pounding daughters of hecate series in its entirety with this box set the
complete series daughters of hecate prequel witchmark prequel vampire punk book 1 sticks stones book 2 moonlight burns book 3 power of
three book 4 haven book 5 sands of time keywords urban fantasy complete book series urban fantasy box set witches vampires magical realism
contemporary urban fantasy
The Darkest Vampire 2018-06-26 supernaturals around portland are turning up dead i m next if the vampire i just made a powerful bond with
doesn t kill me first magic is in a short supply for a half witch like me which makes things very difficult when i m bound by a blood
promise to avenge my parents with no leads left to follow i make a bargain with a demon for help bad decision the quest the demon sends me
on binds me to a vampire named killian a half mad half naked monster who hates my guts almost as much as he longs to drink my blood killian
swore to kill all witches on sight but we agree to work together to solve the murders ravaging the city he despises me and i can t stand
him but there s an unexpected connection between us something i can t help but be curious about no i can t let anything distract me not
even a hot and enraging vampire who presses all of my freaking buttons i m determined to find my parents killers and stop the chaos taking
over the supernatural world if only love didn t get in the way a delicious slow burn enemies to lovers novel the darkest vampire is a new
adult urban fantasy that s full of dark romance adventure and twists you won t see coming fans of linsey hall leia stone and jaymin eve are
going to become obsessed with this brand new paranormal series by juliana haygert rite world vampire wars the darkest vampire book 1 the
darkest witch book 2 the darkest magic book 3 keywords forced proximity enemies to lovers fated mates vampire romance witches witch books
prophecies curses ghosts vampire romance witch romance shifter romance paranormal romance urban fantasy urban fantasy romance steamy
paranormal romance new adult fantasy fantasy romance romantic fantasy free books free romance free paranormal romance
Shattered Illusions 2021-02-09 join former vampire hunter ashryn barker as she joins the ranks of the undead and realises that not
everything is as it seems in this action packed urban fantasy romance series a vampire hunter is about to get a lesson on who the enemy
really is and it s not the vampires don t get in the way of me and my sai at least not if you re a vampire that s a quick way to end up
dead my name is ashryn barker and i m a vampire hunter one of the best in fact i also have a secret one i can never tell anyone else when i
look someone in the eyes i can see their deepest secret the one hidden behind the illusion they show the world my name is ashryn barker and
i m here to shatter your illusions shattered illusions is book one of the complete ashryn barker series an action packed urban fantasy with
a poly romance subplot if you enjoy urban fantasy vampires vampire hunters enemies to lovers poly romance and plenty of action start the
ashryn barker series today with shattered illusions ashryn barker search terms keywords urban fantasy uf vampires vampire hunters
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contemporary fantasy action supernatural suspense complete series paranormal romance supernatural romance pnr reverse harem whychoose poly
multiple love interests enemies to lovers opposites attract action and adventure fantasy modern fantasy
Goblin Cursed b the bones are calling and when the goblins come there s no place to hide b br scarred by a traitor burned by love cy has
lost her ability to trust anyone but herself but even that is called into question when a fabulous voice pops into her head br throwing
herself into a case seems like the perfect way to solve her problems until goblins start popping up everywhere and they want something she
can t give it ll take more than a supernatural whack a mole to get rid of them they re about to prove that goblins are the ultimate curse
br em ignite your imagination with the enchanted screwed series where you ll join a princess coming into her own with no shortage of sassy
attitude love at first sight betrayal a second chance romance that will curl your toes and magic that will entice you into believing that
even the most lost of us can find family if you like annette marie and linsey hall you ll sell your soul for this epic tale that has a cast
of unforgettable characters who you ll be rooting for until the white knuckled end em br b u grab goblin cursed to get your vicarious
badass fix now b u
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